HCL BigFix on Cloud
The Power of BigFix with Zero Infrastructure

HCL BigFix on Cloud delivers the full power of HCLSoftware’s proven endpoint management platform, managed by HCLTech who provides industry-leading cloud services of HCL.

BigFix One on Cloud is a secure, elastic, cloud offering that frees organizations from maintaining the hardware and software underlying the capability. It includes all the capabilities provided by BigFix Lifecycle, BigFix Compliance and BigFix Inventory in a single, fully managed, cloud offering.

The BigFix on Cloud offering eliminates the burden of installing, updating, maintaining, configuring and optimizing BigFix software and the underlying hardware infrastructure. With HCL BigFix on Cloud, organizations can leverage BigFix across the enterprise while benefiting from having a secure, proven environment that can dynamically change to meet your needs while eliminating the need to maintain hardware and software.

Highlights

• BigFix’s industry-leading endpoint management solutions managed from HCLTech’s data centers, delivering all endpoint management capabilities including fast vulnerability remediation
• Introducing BigFix One on Cloud, an all-in-one cloud solution providing all core capabilities of BigFix
• Lower TCO by hosting BigFix in an ISO-certified, global operations center with 24x7 monitoring and SLA-backed support
• Respond rapidly to an ever-changing endpoint environment with unparalleled scalability and flexibility to add capacity and functionality as business needs evolve
Why Leverage BigFix on Cloud?

BigFix on Cloud allows organizations to cost-effectively manage and secure your fleet of endpoints. BigFix on Cloud is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proven</th>
<th>Secure</th>
<th>Fast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BigFix is delivered on a robust cloud services platform leveraged by more than 140 global customers and 150,000 users.</td>
<td>A dedicated BigFix instance in highly secure data centers, compliant with multiple industry standards for security and governance including ISO 27001:2013 and SOC 2.</td>
<td>Bring your fleet of endpoints under BigFix management rapidly, speeding time-to-value and lowering implementation costs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elastic</th>
<th>E\textregistered cient</th>
<th>Flexible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manage a small or large number of diverse endpoints with the ability to easily scale up to accommodate more endpoints and additional functionality as needs arise.</td>
<td>Eliminate the cost, maintenance and support for hardware and software by leveraging subscription-based pricing that includes hardware, software, and infrastructure management.</td>
<td>Choose either BigFix ONE on Cloud or one or more BigFix on Cloud solutions to deliver the right capabilities to your organization, anywhere around the globe.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cloud-based Endpoint Management

A typical implementation of any BigFix on Cloud offering is depicted below. It provides organizations with the ability to deliver, manage, and secure endpoints anywhere in the world.

Delivered using HCLTech’s world-class managed services, BigFix on Cloud enables organizations to use the BigFix product you know and trust on a reliable, trusted, cloud infrastructure with 24x7 availability. It allows you to manage your entire fleet of endpoints regardless of device type, operating system, location, or connection status, from anywhere in the world.
BigFix on Cloud Products

Each of the following solutions is available as a cloud offering, allowing organizations the ability to choose exactly which solution will satisfy current business needs while providing the option to add capabilities as business needs change.

- **HCL BigFix One on Cloud** - provides a single all-in-one cloud solution with all the capabilities of BigFix Lifecycle, BigFix Compliance, BigFix Inventory, and BigFix Remediate.
- **HCL BigFix Lifecycle on Cloud** - delivers multi-platform patch, extended patch content, software distribution, server automation, OS updating and deployment, remote desktop control, and automated vulnerability remediation.
- **HCL BigFix Compliance on Cloud** - ensures continuous configuration compliance and enforcement with thousands of out-of-the-box security checks aligned with industry-standard security benchmarks, as well as automated vulnerability remediation.
- **HCL BigFix Remediate on Cloud** - delivers multi-platform patch, extended patch content, and automated vulnerability remediation.
- **HCL BigFix Inventory on Cloud** - provides valuable insight into what software the organization owns, what software is installed but not owned, and how often the software is being used for license reconciliation and compliance purposes.

**Key Benefits of BigFix On Cloud**

**Reduce Infrastructure Costs**
Lower costs by leveraging simple subscription-based pricing that includes hardware, software licenses, infrastructure hosting and management.

**Access BigFix from Anywhere**
The cloud lets you and your team access BigFix from anywhere in the world, anytime, 24x7.

**Scale Up Faster**
Easily scale to accommodate more endpoints managed by BigFix based upon your changing business needs.

**More BigFix on Cloud Benefits**

Many organizations can simplify and streamline endpoint management and remediate vulnerabilities faster by leveraging BigFix on Cloud. Choose from BigFix One on Cloud, BigFix Lifecycle, BigFix Compliance, BigFix Inventory and BigFix Remediate product suites. BigFix on Cloud can help organizations secure the enterprise, remediate vulnerabilities, ensure continuous compliance, slash IT costs and complexity, and streamline endpoint management processes through tool consolidation.
HCLTech Delivers BigFix on Cloud

HCLTech is a global technology company, employing more than 219,000 people across 54 countries, supercharging progress for the world's top enterprises. HCLTech focuses on transforming and simplifying IT and business operations by leveraging AI and Cloud. Our cloud offerings provide enterprises with a complete, secure cloud delivery platform that enables continuous modernization, increased agility and improved operational efficiency. HCLTech Cloud Managed Services support:

- 150,000+ users
- 140+ global customers
- Global data centers

HCL Managed Services delivers all the BigFix on Cloud offerings.

Next Step: See BigFix in Action

To schedule a demonstration to see the industry-leading endpoint management solution in action, contact us.

For more information
To learn more about BigFix, contact your HCLSoftware Sales Specialist, HCLSoftware Business Partner, or visit www.BigFix.com.

About HCLSoftware
HCL Software develops, markets, sells, and supports product families in the areas of Digital Transformation, Data, Analytics & Insights, AI & Automation and Enterprise Security platforms. HCL Software is the cloud-native solution factory for enterprises to deliver unique, powerful and secure experiences to their customers.
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